
The growth of live casinos: Crazy Time's 
phenomenon 
 
The interim report published by provider Evolution Gaming for the period January-September 
2022, highlighted that the global online gambling markets are expected to continue to be among 
the most emerging in the coming years. 
 
In particular, revenue related to live casinos in the third quarter, jumped to an impressive 310.4 
million euros-a strong growth figure when compared to 214.5 million euros in the same period 
2021. 
According to Evolution Gaming, this positive development in live casino revenue comes mainly 
from both existing customers, but also from new customers, who are passionate about live games. 
 
The demand for online amusements continues to grow, especially when we consider streaming 
variants of traditional pastimes.  
In particular, betting fans know that one of the most globally beloved pastimes is certainly the live 
game based on the Crazy Time wheel of fortune. 
 
Evolution's live streaming format drives players' tastes because of the high level of entertainment 
and interactivity it can generate, as well as the dynamic suspenseful show. 
 
Crazy Time is based on the Wheel of Fortune format, and in a studio equipped with a host, the 
wheel spins to determine the outcome of the match.  
This title offers an exciting and interactive experience, with the ability to add Multipliers from the 
Top Slot during each round and four exciting Bonus games. 
 
The usefulness of Crazy Time Stats 
 
For those new to this form of entertainment, it is useful to examine Crazy Time Stats in order to 
focus on what is happening during the live broadcast.  
We are talking about data that is important for comparing statistical predictions with the actual 
results of gaming sessions.  
This is because although providers state an average value for draw probabilities, significant 
variations can occur around the predicted values. 
 
It is crucial to keep in mind that one of the cornerstones of statistics is that it has no memory. In 
this case, it means that each spin of the wheel is completely independent of and unrelated to the 
next. Nevertheless, knowing these factors is essential for planning bets. 
 
Anyone interested in this live casino show can consult this information quickly and easily for free, 
with the ability to observe what is happening in real time.  
As with all casino games, even effectively consulting Crazy Time Stats will, in the long run, result in 
a lower payback than what you bet, since this format has a stated theoretical RTP of 96.08%.  
 
In fact, you should never forget that these titles are created by operators who are real companies 
and as such must aim to generate profits. Although we are talking about games based on unbiased 
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RNG algorithms, they are still programmed to favor online casinos, but we know that luck may 
play a huge role.  
That is why Crazy Time Stats should be used wisely, practicing a balanced and conscious betting 
style, without exaggeration. 
 
 


